Use leftovers to create chicken ___ with veggies and mayonnaise
Chicken-fried ___ refers to the cooking style - there is no chicken in it
Ground chicken ___ can be made into a pate for an easy appetizer
Mom's chicken ___ soup is always welcome
Tangy, citrus chicken dish popular at Chinese restaurants
Chicken ____ is covered in a flaky crust
Chicken ___ are dark meat and great on the grill
Chicken ______ is diced in cream sauce and served over pasta or rice
___ Chicken uses whiskey and soy sauce as a marinade
Chicken ___ in the oven without its skin has the least calories
___ chicken wings are popular appetizers in bars and restaurants
A ___ game hen is a young chicken of the namesake species
Almost all children's menus include Chicken ___
___ Tso's Chicken was not created in China
Chicken ___ is named after the wine used to make the dish
___ Chicken gets its crispy skin from the high heat used during cooking
Chicken breasts can be sliced open and then ___ with other ingredients
You can use sweet or tangy ___ sauce when cooking on the grill
Coq au vin is traditionally made with this type of red wine
The Colonel from this state is well known for frying chicken
Many recipes call for you to ___ chicken in a mix of spices and liquids
Lemon and ___ are often paired in chicken dishes
___ chicken is an Indian dish cooked in a clay pot
A ___ dish, chicken divan includes broccoli, almonds and a cream sauce
In Italian ___ means 'hunter-style' and is often made with braised chicken
This sometimes chicken, or veal, dish means blue ribbon in French
Chicken parmesan, or ___ is breaded, fried and served with marinara
Chicken ___ includes chicken, cheese and salsa melted in a tortilla
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